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APPENDIX A

CBSC Decision 13/14-0046
CITY-DT re The Long Weekend

CITY-DT broadcast the movie The Long Weekend on September 7, 2013 at 9:00 pm. A

14+ classification appeared for 15 seconds at the beginning of the broadcast. The icon

was not rebroadcast at the beginning of the second hour. CITY-DT also broadcast the

following viewer advisory in audio and video format at the beginning of the movie and

coming out of every commercial break:

This program contains scenes of violence, coarse language, nudity and mature themes.
Viewer discretion is advised.

The film contains numerous instances of coarse language including the word “fuck”. It

also featured some scenes of sexual activity, as well as numerous discussions about sex

and comments about women and their appearances. The following are descriptions and

transcriptions of the relevant scenes, including the time at which they aired.

21:03:50-21:04:01

Ed is in college. He walks into his dorm room. His roommate Jack is lying on the bed
with a young blonde woman straddling him, naked, breasts visible, her genitalia covered
by a sheet. She is bouncing up & down on top of Jack. Ed’s video camera is set up to
record it.

woman: Oh, Jack! [Jack makes the “devil’s horns” hand sign & smiles as Ed walks
in]. Oh! Oh, Jack, it’s so big [close-up of Jack’s face & woman’s breast] Oh, it’s so hot!

Ed puts his hand over the video camera lens, as the woman continues to moan in ecstasy.

21:06:08-21:08:15

Ed arrives home where he & his girlfriend Cathy live. He goes into their bedroom and
sees his roommate from college, Jack, lying on the bed.

Ed: Jack, hi. Are you ill?

Jack: No.

Ed: Where’s Cathy?
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Cathy lifts her head out from under the covers with her mouth full (the implication that it
is Jack’s semen).

Ed: Cathy, what’s going on? [Cathy stares at him, still with her mouth full.] Say
something.

Cathy holds up one finger to indicate “just a minute” and makes a loud gulp noise as she
swallows: Ed, I don’t think we should see each other any more.

Ed: What? No. Why? [camera pans back to show Cathy & Jack sitting up in bed
together; Ed kneels near bed to plead with Cathy] What are you talking about? I mean,
this is fine. I mean, we can work it out. [Cathy uses her finger to wipe the side of her
mouth] Right? I mean, a lot of people make ... Jack, can I have a moment with her?

Jack: Oh, yeah, sorry, man. [Jack gets out of bed & his bare buttocks is visible near Ed’s
face as Jack puts on his clothes]

Ed: [to Cathy] A lot of people have [Jack farts & accidentally bumps Ed with his butt]
affairs. You know, it doesn’t mean we gotta break up. Right?

Cooper’s voice-over: There are some things I’ll just never understand about Ed. He
could forgive Cathy for blowing Jack [Ed notices video camera is on & had been filming
Cathy & Jack], but then totally lost it when he saw she was filming it. [Ed throws the
camera at the wall behind Cathy’s head.] I helped him throw out every camera and his
entire obsessive-compulsive archive. And, rather than going on a mission to fuck as
many of Cathy’s friends as possible, Ed just moved out and swore he’d never touch a
video camera again. In an instant, Ed had gotten rid of Cathy and home video. And I
can’t say I was sorry to see either of them go. I thought he’d finally start exploring life,
having fun, getting pussy. But he got even more bottled up than before.

21:08:16-21:08:46

One year later, Ed at a bar with a male friend. The friend is telling him about his exploits
with a woman.

Friend: Dude, she is goin’ crazy. I shit you not. She’s diggin’ her nails in, she’s
screamin’, she’s moanin’. She’s like, “Oh, do me. Do me. I feel like a whore”. [friend
imitates woman’s voice & facial expression] It was like “Unh, unh, unh, unh”. I’m like
“Get off it”. It’s like dust coming out.

21:09:26-21:10:05

Ed is at work at an ad agency in a boardroom. They unveil a new campaign to a client.
They reveal a poster that shows a nude woman from the waist up, holding 2 ferrets, one
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covering each breast. The words on the poster read “Real Fur. It’s Fur real” and one of
the ferrets has a text bubble over his head that reads “When I die, I’m leaving my coat to
her”.

21:12:26-21:12:56

Ed & co-worker Roger are in the boardroom after the meeting. The poster with the nude
woman & ferrets is visible as they move around the room & talk.

Roger: What a bunch of assholes.

Ed: Do you really think this is going to get people to start wearing fur again?

Roger: That question falls into the “who gives a fuck?” category.

21:18:40-21:19:25

Ed & Cooper are at the apartment they share. Cooper is now the spokesmodel for a
Japanese rice whiskey. Ed hands Cooper his mail.

Cooper: Fan mail! [Cooper opens an envelope and inside are Polaroid photos. He
shows them to Ed. The first one is of a young Japanese woman leaning over to show off
her cleavage] How’d you like to have that wrapped around your cock, huh? [switches to
next photo which is also of a young Japanese woman holding her hair and a hand to her
mouth in a provocative manner] Oh, dirty, dirty. But I’d do her. Would you do her? You’d
definitely do her, come on. [he switches to next photo, which is of a fat Japanese man.
Both Cooper & Ed look disgusted] Oh! Oh, fat man and little titties. Oh, that one’s gross.

Cooper gives Ed a new video camera as a birthday present.

Cooper: I swear to god, man, you can shoot the cum shot from a mile away with this
thing. [Ed looks at Cooper with disbelief]

21:21:17-21:23:29

Cooper convinces Ed to go out to a bar with him for Ed’s birthday. Ed agrees, but then
Cooper insists on stopping by the apartment where two young women he knows, named
Susie & Jo, are waiting for them. Both women are wearing tight-fitting clothing. Jo says
she has to go finish putting on her makeup and asks Cooper to come with her. He
appears eager and follows her into a bedroom while removing his jacket. Ed & Susie are
alone together in the living room. They then hear sounds of a bed shaking and Cooper’s
& Jo’s sex noises from the other room.

Jo: Oh, I’m a whore, yeah! Spank me! Spank me! [spanking sounds]
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Cooper: Oh! Oh, yeah!

Ed & Susie talk and then Cooper & Jo emerge from the bedroom a moment later. Ed is
sitting on the couch and there is a close-up of his face. Jo’s legs are also in the frame
and she is wearing a mini-skirt. Ed notices semen dripping down her leg. Jo notices Ed
looking at her leg in an awkward manner and looks down. She says “oops” and then
wipes up the dripping semen with her fingers. The camera is focussed on Susie’s &
Cooper’s faces, but out of the frame one hears Jo make a slurping and then gurgling
noise to imply that she has ingested the semen.

21:28:27-21:29:05

Cooper & Ed are at a bar with Susie & Jo, sitting at a table.

Cooper: All right, Susie, let’s go. You know the game, strip coasters. Let’s do it.
Top comes off.

Susie flips a cardboard coaster over and catches it. Then Ed tries and the coaster lands
right in Susie’s cleavage. Ed leans over to remove the coaster from Susie’s cleavage.
They exchange a look of attraction but then Ed farts.

21:31:15-21:32:37

Cooper tells Ed he is going to take Jo home because she is not feeling well.

Ed: What’s wrong with her?

Cooper: I’m not sure. But, uh, I better take her home and take her temperature.
Vaginally with my flesh thermometer. Susie’s totally into you though.

[...]

Cooper: Ladies. Jo, let’s say we get the fuck out of here, huh?

Jo: I am ready for dessert.

Cooper: Oh yeah, spanking’s on the menu.

Ed offers to walk Susie home. The next scene shows them walking down the street.

Susie: Don’t you think there’s something just so sexy about the city at night? There’s
something about knowing that thousands of people all around us are doing it. Old people,
married folks, adulterers, teenagers, virgins losing it for the first time. All enjoying the
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intimate knowledge of each others’ hot bodies. Shh. If you’re really quiet, you can almost
hear the rhythmic sound of all that sex going on. Makes you think, doesn’t it?

Ed: [shakes Susie’s hand] Yeah, well, uh, it was really nice to meet you. Um, good
luck with everything. [Ed walks away and leaves Susie standing outside the door of her
apartment building]

Susie: [looks offended that Ed did not want to come inside with her] Loser.

21:32:38-21:34:14

Ed is back at his & Cooper’s apartment working when Cooper comes home.

Cooper: What are you doing here?

Ed: I live here. Where should I be?

Cooper: Six inches inside Susie. She was my final birthday present to you.

Ed: What?

Cooper: A birthday present. From me to you. A girl that doesn’t know how to say
no.

Ed: She specifically told me she wasn’t interested.

Cooper: All women say that. It’s just a hoop they make you jump through. Oh man.
I cannot believe you didn’t do her. You know, she’s fucked everyone. If you don’t get
some action soon, you could die of DSB.

Ed: DSB?

Cooper: Dangerous Sperm Buildup.

[home video clip of a bear sucking its own penis]

Ed: You think I haven’t been trying? I mean, I keep striking out. I’m crap with women.

Cooper: So let me help you. I’m serious. Let me help you. Let me help.

Ed: I have to work

Cooper: I can work around your work.
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Ed: I’m spending this weekend at the office.

Cooper: Come on, I can be your doctor of love. I can be your feel-good professor.

Ed: You gotta listen to me.

Cooper: I will be your pallbearer of pussy. I can be your psychiatrist of snatch. Give
you the bible of booty, buddy. It’ll be fantastic. You can’t stop me. You know that and I’ll
help you. I’ll show you. It’s a deal. I know it is. You want to make this deal. You need
this.

Ed: Stop! Fine. But this cannot interfere with my work.

Cooper: All right. It’s a deal. Oh ho ho, you’re going to get laid this weekend, buddy.
[Ed & Cooper shake hands.]

21:34:48-21:37:40

Cooper is in Ed’s room going through his drawers when Ed wakes up in the morning.

Cooper: Ed, we’re throwing away your porn.

Ed: I don’t have any porn. What makes you think I have porn? [Cooper raises his
eyebrows] All right, I got a magazine lying around somewhere. Maybe, I mean. Fine,
we can throw that away.

Cooper: Okay. Okay.

Ed & Cooper are outside walking towards a Dumpster. Ed is carrying two garbage bags
and Cooper one.

Cooper: Well, at least this explains why we spent four thousand a month on tissues.
Oh, check it out. First targets of the day [two attractive young women throw their garbage
bags into the Dumpster] Now be cool. [to the women] Hey, ladies. What are two beautiful
women like you doing in a dump like this, huh?

Ed: We’re throwing out the trash. [Ed lobs a garbage bag into the Dumpster, but the
porn magazines go flying onto the sidewalk. Camera pans the magazine covers lying on
ground]

Cooper: Ha, ha, well, I don’t suppose any of that turns you ladies on? [The 2 women
say nothing and just turn & walk away] Rug munchers.

Ed: [to Cooper] I’ll catch you later.
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Cooper: Oh, hey, wait a minute, man. I thought we had a deal?

Ed: Yes, and the deal was it has to fit around my schedule.

Cooper: Hey, and I completely stand by that, but it is Saturday morning. The perfect
time to pick up women, man. I mean, their defences are down. And I know a place where
the women are especially vulnerable to our licentious advances.

The next scene shows Cooper & Ed at a horse ranch.

Cooper: And voilà. Attractive single mothers on a beautiful Saturday morning, huh?

Ed: Are you kidding? As if single mothers don’t have enough crap to deal with, they’ve
got to be used and abused by you?

Cooper: Hey, us. Look, single mothers are at their sexual peak. They don’t have a
man in their lives and they can’t find one because they’re too busy looking after their little
ankle-biters. We’re doing them a favour. Oh, there’s one. [Cooper points out a woman
to Ed] She’s hot. She’s ripe and not a boyfriend in sight. [pats Ed on the back] Come
on, go, go, go, go.

Ed exhales in nervousness & approaches a woman who is with her young daughter
looking at a horse.

Ed: Hi. [he crouches down in front of the daughter with back to the horse and
addresses the daughter] Hello there. Do you like riding? It’s quite impressive. What a
beast, huh? When I was a little boy, I used to dream of having one like that. [Ed cannot
see that the horse behind him is developing a large erection, but Cooper, the mother &
daughter all see it] What, is it too big? ʼCause personally I think the bigger the better.
You know, it’s fine as long as you just stretch beforehand. [close-up of the horse’s penis]
[to the mother] You look like you could handle that.

mother: You sick bastard!

Ed: What? I’m just [he turns to look at the horse and suddenly realizes why the mother
is disgusted] No! No! I wasn’t!

Mother: [blows safety whistle] This man is a pervert!

Cooper & Ed run away from the ranch with police in pursuit.
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21:40:40-21:43:05

Cooper & Ed run into a church to hide from the police.

Ed: I don’t know why we had to run away. I mean, we could’ve just simply explained
it.

Cooper: Hey, you don’t simply explain to cops, okay? Especially when you’re
accused of an alleged sex crime involving a horse cock and a pretty little girl in powder
blue.

Ed: Yeah, but running away doesn’t make us look any more innocent. Let’s go. It’s
twelve o’clock. I haven’t even thought about work. All right.

All of a sudden, Ed notices an open coffin in the church. He looks startled.

Cooper: What? [Cooper notices the coffin too] What the fuck? [There is a close-up
of the face of the young attractive woman lying in the coffin] That’s Simone, the
supermodel. Her obituary was in the paper. Now why would God take the life of one so
hot when there are already so many ugly people littering this planet?

Ed: Oh, come on, let’s go.

Cooper: It’s a damn shame, man. [They open a door to the main part of the church
and see the pews filled with attractive young women dressed in black] Holy steaming
vagina kettle. [Cooper closes the door and turns to Ed] Ed, you can’t leave now. We
have hot women, depressed and in mourning. This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for
you, buddy.

Ed: This is a church. And that’s a funeral. Is nothing sacred to you?

Cooper: Ed.

Ed: Besides, we’re completely inappropriately dressed.

The next scene shows Ed & Cooper entering the church wearing priests robes.

Ed: We’re going to hell. An eternity of red-hot pokers up the ass.

Cooper: It’s definitely worth the risk when you look at all the ass in here. [Cooper
approaches a woman and hugs her] Oh, come here, child, let the church comfort you.
[he squeezes the woman’s buttocks] Excuse me [he leaves that woman and approaches
another] Were you close to the deceased?
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woman: I was her lover.

Cooper: You drink from a furry cup. Do you like men too?

woman: Haven’t you taken a vow of celibacy?

Cooper: Well, it’s more of a guideline than a vow. [Ed is sitting in a pew and makes
eye contact with Cooper to come sit with him] Oh, excuse me. Maybe I’ll baptize you
later.

The funeral starts and Cooper is shown sitting on a pew between two women with a hand
on each of their bare knees.

21:45:28-21:51:33

Ed: I’m going to work where I should’ve been all day. It’s five pm and I’ve got nothing
done.

Cooper: Nothing? You’ve been meeting women.

Ed: I don’t care about that. In fact, I was pretty comfortable in those priests clothes.
It’s just, I just want to save my career.

Cooper: You know, maybe you’d do a little bit better at your job if you just loosened
up and got laid.

Ed: I’m going to the office and I’m going to work all night. And I’d appreciate it if you
just let me have that time to myself.

Ed walks away and Cooper goes in the other direction, but then reappears as Ed is getting
off the bus.

Cooper: Hey, buddy. Hey, I was thinking, what if I brought some girls to the office?

Ed: Can you not get it through your thick skull? I don’t care about getting laid.

Cooper: Why, are you gay?

Ed: You’ve never had a serious relationship so you wouldn’t understand. But me and
Cathy, what we had was something special. It was about so much more than sex. It was
about a closeness. It was about a warmth that we felt for each other. I mean, there was
nothing I wouldn’t do for her and there was nothing she wouldn’t do for me. Because we
cared about each other.
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Cooper: Ed, she videotaped herself fucking your best friend. Give me a break, man,
it’s over.

[...]

Ed: You know, I thought she was the one.

Cooper: That’s where you’re going wrong, Ed. I mean, you can’t think about meeting
the one. You need to start thinking about meeting the ones. Meeting women is a numbers
game. You think I get laid a lot. And I do. But I only sleep with a tiny percentage of the
women I actually talk to. I mean, I’ll talk to 30 women in a night. And if one fucks me, I’m
doing well. You, you talk to two women in a month and if neither fucks you, you scamper
back into your little shell and feel sorry for yourself.

Ed: Well, tell me how it works. I mean, make it work for me. You were right. Get me
laid. That’s the only way I’m going to get over this.

Cooper: What about your job?

Ed: I will work tomorrow all day, but tonight I just really need to have sex. Will you help
me?

The next scene shows Ed & Cooper at a strip club. There are scantily-clad women
dancing on the stage and serving as waitresses.

Ed: I don’t know if this is such a good idea.

Cooper: Are you crazy? This is a perfect idea. Look at all the hot chicks, man. Now,
listen, I’m going to keep bringing girls around here ʼtil you find one you like, okay? Tickle,
tickle, pinch, pinch, you know what I’m talking about? So just sit back, relax and have a
little fun.

[...]

The sign over the entrance to the stage reads “Hot Buttered Bitches”. A stripper in a
schoolgirl uniform comes out and dances.

Cooper: Takes you back, doesn’t it? Oh, man.

The woman now has her top off and her breasts exposed.

Cooper: Oh yeah, it is graduation day, brother.
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The woman approaches the edge of the stage near Ed & Cooper’s table and tears off her
skirt to reveal skimpy white panties with lots of pubic hair poking out the sides.

Cooper: Jesus Christ! Holy shit, woman, have you ever heard of waxing?

The schoolgirl stripper dances away and another stripper in an American flag bikini comes
out.

Cooper: Oh yes, it’s Uncle Sam’s daughter. Outstanding. [stripper removes her
bikini top to reveal her breasts and rubs them] Oh my god, look at those tits. Oh, god
bless America, man.

Ed: I don’t know if I’m feeling all that patriotic.

Cooper: You’re fucking crazy, man. Here, pay the woman.

Ed stuffs a bill in the side of the stripper’s panties.

Stripper: No, honey, you tuck it in the top.

Cooper nods at Ed to try it again, so Ed attempts to move the bill. The stripper cries out
“ow!” and Ed says “What? What?”. Then Cooper & Ed are shown being thrown out of
the club by bouncers.

Cooper: [to the bouncers] Oh real cool, fellas. Come on, you know she’s got more
to worry about than paper cuts down there. You know what I’m saying? This doesn’t
happen in Japan, my friend, it really doesn’t. I’m thoroughly angry. [to Ed] Hey, hey, Ed.
Did you see the reaction you got out of that woman? It was phenomenal. That was a
great start, buddy.

Ed: Cooper, that in there, that’s not what I’m looking for. Okay? Have you heard the
expression “Give a man a fish and he’ll eat for a day. But teach a man to fish and he’ll
eat forever”?

Cooper: You want to learn how to fish?

Ed: No! I want to learn how to pick up a woman legitimately. I don’t want to have to
pay someone to sleep with me.

Cooper: I know, buddy, I know. I’ll teach you how. I’ll teach you how to pick up
women. Come on, I’m your bro. You can count on me.

Ed: But you got tonight, tonight only. Well, not late tonight only. But I want you to
teach me.
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Cooper: Tonight is your night. I mean, it’s your birthday weekend. You got it going.

Ed: I’m the student, you’re the sensei.

Cooper: I will show you the path to vagina enlightenment.

21:56:29-21:56:46

Cooper & Ed are at a gym.

Ed: I don’t see how the gym’s going to be any better than the laundromat.

Cooper: Well, you’ve got tumble dryers on low or big sweaty bouncing tits in a
leotard. [close-up of a woman’s breasts in a sports bra as she walks on treadmill] Oh my
god, look at her. I bet she uses Kama Sutra as a cool-down.

21:57:33-21:58:38

Cooper & Ed are at a restaurant. They notice a woman sitting by herself at a table.

Cooper: Check her out. Look at how she’s working that olive. [The woman moves
an olive around in her mouth in a provocative manner.] That’s fantastic. You want to get
laid, don’t you?

Ed: Not that badly.

The woman takes out a cigarette, so Cooper convinces Ed to go offer to light her cigarette.
Ed does it, but accidentally sets the woman’s hair on fire. Cooper is at the bar, oblivious
to the fire as he tries to pick up another woman.

22:05:12-22:05:57

Ed has gone back to the apartment of a woman, Kim, whom he met at the restaurant.
She is in a back room at then appears wearing a pink negligée.

Kim: Will this keep you up all night? [She walks up to Ed and kisses him]

The police barge in and arrest Ed for solicitation of a prostitute.

22:15:40-22:18:30

Cooper & Ed are discussing his incident with the prostitute and express surprise that she
did not ask for money up front.
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Cooper: Do you know what this means?

Ed: What?

Cooper: She was off-duty. She must’ve really liked you. And, Ed, a prostitute that’s
willing to give it away for free is worth at least two normal girls!

Ed: Really?

Cooper: Hell yeah, man! You are a stud, my friend. A total stud. Heh, heh, heh.
And that Kim, god was she nectar!

Ed: She was hot.

Cooper: Oh, she was hot.

Ed: She really was. I mean, you should’ve seen her. How’d you know her name?

Cooper: You told me.

Ed: No, I didn’t.

Ed realizes Cooper paid Kim in advance and gets mad at him. The two brothers argue
and then Ed leaves.

Cooper: Hey, I’m sorry you didn’t get laid, man. I’m sorry nobody wanted to sleep
with you. Come back. Hey, hey, fuck Jo and Susie. I know Rachel and Cassidy. Those
chicks’ll fuck you at the same time.

22:31:50-22:34:25

A woman, Ellen, who lives in Ed’s apartment building invites him home with her so she
can tend to the cut on his forehead that he received when he & Cooper fought. Ed falls
asleep while she is making a sandwich. When Ed wakes up, he sees Ellen in bed asleep
beside him. She wakes up and invites Ed to stay longer and he agrees, saying “I could
use the sleep”. Ed unbuttons his shirt and Ellen pulls the covers back so he can get back
into the bed. They kiss and then Ed removes his pants. Then Ed is on top of Ellen under
the blankets as they have intercourse. Ellen & Ed both moan and make other noises
indicating their pleasure.

Ed: I’m going to come.

Ellen: Oh no, not yet. Just a little longer.
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Ed envisions clips of home movies showing men injuring their crotches presumably
allowing him to go longer.

Ellen: Oh! Oh! Come on! Oh! Oh! Come on!

Ed stops suddenly because he has an idea for work that will save his job. He kisses
Ellen, gets off her and then gets out of bed and puts his pants back on. As he goes to
leave he kisses Ellen and says “You know what, though? That was amazing. You were
amazing. And you are the best thing that has happened to me since ... ever.”

22:35:04-22:35:30

Ed returns to the apartment he shares with Cooper and Cooper asks him where he has
been.

Ed: I was having sex with an unbelievably gorgeous woman down the hall.

Cooper: Ed, come on, man. I don’t care about the whole getting laid thing. You
don’t need to lie. I’m just glad you’re okay.

Ellen knocks and opens the door. She is wearing a robe and throws Ed’s shirt at him.

Ellen: Ed? Oh, you left this at my place. Call me.

Cooper: Oh, man. Now that’s impressive.

22:45:01-22:45:24

Cooper has just finished performing the lead role in a stage production of Hamlet. As he
and his co-stars are taking their final bows, Cooper reaches under the dress of his female
co-star and touches her buttocks. Ed is in the wings filming with his video-camera.
Cooper looks back at Ed and makes an approving face about the woman’s butt.

22:45:23-22:47:47

At the end of the movie, there are blooper outtakes and alternate takes of some scenes.

- two outtakes of the scene where Cooper tells the stripper “Haven’t you heard of
waxing?”, but the actor playing Ed laughs before Cooper can finish his line

- alternate scene where Cooper asks woman at funeral if she was close to the deceased.
When she says she was the deceased’s lover, Cooper says “Oh my, so you have your
liquor licence?”
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- outtake of scene where Cooper & Ed are looking at corpse of model Simone in casket

Cooper: Now why would God take the life of one so hot when there are so many
ugly, loose, gross bitches to choose from? Just fucking lightning bolt their ass when we’ve
got these beautiful full breastine, tight-lipped, wonderful angels.

- alternate takes of scene near beginning when Ed is listening to his friend talk about his
exploits

Friend: Eight, maybe nine times. I’m peein’ on her. She’s down there, she’s licking
my star. I’m blowin’ in her hair. Is she into bestiality? Because you know my next door
neighbour’s got that Great Dane and she’s just like trying to get him. She’s like putting
peanut butter all over her snoochie and stuff like that. I mean that, that’s not right. Is it?
That’s not right, is it? She’s got my lob wedge and she’s like “Yeah, yeah”. I gotta get
the thing regripped. Oh man, yeah. She’s cool though. She, we talked a lot. It was nice.
She’s really sensitive. Yeah, but she was shoving my G.I. Joe up there and stuff like that.


